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THE INDEPENDENT ORDER OR B’NAI B’RITH

B’nai B’rith means "Sons of Covenant," the Covenant being that of circumcision practiced according to the Mosaic Law.

Hence the Independent Order of B’nai B’rith admits only Jews as members.

The order was founded in New York in 1843 by a number of German Jews, headed by Henry Jones. Like most Jewish societies, its political activities are covered by the cloak of "benevolence and philanthropy."

The power of the lodge soon extended to Germany, Austria, Hungary and Russia, it is extremely active in all American politics.

Grand Master of the lodge in Russia during the Russian Revolution was Giersberg. He was one of the inspirers of Kerensky, leader of the first revolution of 1917. Alexander Kerensky, real name Aron Kirbiz, Kerensky having been the name of his step-father.

The official organ of the order is the B’nai B’rith Messenger.

Practically every important Jew in the United States is a member of the B’nai B’rith.
REV. BIRKHEAD "INTERESTED" IN AMERICAN BULLETIN

In City for "Investigation"

The Rev. L. M. Birkhead, pastor of All Souls Unitarian Church, Kansas City, Mo., whom we reported last week as suffering from sleepless nights because of the great "Fascist" menace arising in the United States, now plans to do some "investigating" according to the New York Times of July 9th, of precisely such dangerous organizations. Those most concerning him in the East are the National Alliance, American Bulletin, American National Labor Party, American National Socialist League and Order of '76.

In an interview with the press at the office of the anti-Nazi League, the Reverend is reported to have said:

"There are from twelve to fifteen of them out here now, and I am informed there are more than a hundred of them in the country. All that these organizations need to become a great menace is a leader who would unite them. Huey Long would have been the ideal man, the perfect rabble-rouser."

Indeed Huey Long would have been the "ideal" man to unite our freedom-fighting forces, but he would not have roused "rabble," take it from us, Rev. Birkhead. The rabble can be found in the Communist ranks, of which the anti-Nazi League forms but a part. Long could have appealed only to truth-loving, patriotic WHITE Americans:

"THE JEWS KNEW THAT ONLY TOO WELL: THAT IS WHY A JEW HAD TO KILL HIM."

The Reverend is also irritated by literature distributed by "Fascist" organizations which, he says, come from the Imperial Fascist League in London, "the outfit used by Julius Streicher in England."

That is a direct insult to Anglo-Saxon intelligence, or that of any other people not German. The Imperial Fascist League existed long before Hitler came into power, independently of Germany. The Reverend shows lack of penetration if he believes that every revolt, no matter in what part of the world, against the Jews is due to "German" instigation. The Germans have done marvelous work that deserves to be studied and copied, but other people have a right to claim the intelligence to solve their own problems, and they will prove this soon enough.

Seeking to get in touch with the American Bulletin, the Reverend was asked on the telephone what his interest in the Bulletin might be. He replied that he held a different view and was trying to "become convinced" of our ideas.

Well, Reverend, we have learned from experience that American pastors have, regrettably, very little backbone, and cannot think independently. There was for instance the Rev. John Haynes Holmes, who made a special trip to Germany to witness some of the atrocious cruelties inflicted upon poor, helpless creatures, but came back delighted with what he had seen there, so much so that a secretary of the anti-Nazi League stated on the telephone that he had brought them into "hot water." After a short while, the Rev. Holmes' backbone became soft as rubber under pressure of the Jews and now he has all forgotten about what he saw in Germany.

If the Rev. Birkhead is really sincere about wanting to know the truth of the issue, we would advise him to free himself first of all from his Jewish associates. We hardly think that he can learn about our views in the office of the anti-Nazi League.

As for the aims of the American Bulletin; these were openly published in our No. 35, Volume 1, and the Rev. can save himself the "investigation" to learn then.

If the Reverend knew how glad the Jews are to have found another "Gentile front" dupe to fight for them and betray his country, he would turn from his task in disgust.

"Race is the Key to World History"

Said the Jew Benjamin Disraeli.
EDMONDSOON BEFORE JEWISH JUDGE

Robert Edward Edmondson appeared before Magistrate Koenig, a Jew, yesterday, July 13th, in answer to the triple libel charge brought against him by Mayor La Guardia, Frances Perkins and Virginia Gildersleeve.

Mr. Edmondson requested another stay of two weeks to complete his investigation of the Grand Jurors and their minutes, which stay was granted.

As last week, the public was again barred from the court-room.

Mr. Edmondson has instituted a private investigation of the Grand Jurors who rendered an indictment against him, although the complainants did not appear before them. According to Mr. Edmondson, nine of the jurors admitted that they were Jews and four refused to state what race they belonged.

According to our viewpoint, it is immaterial how the case is decided; it has already attracted nation-wide attention and is greatly aiding the general cause of Americans fighting the Jewish peril.

Congratulations to Mr. Edmondson in his courageous stand!

THE WHITE MAN REBELS

The conviction that America's battle is not, fundamentally, one for economic security, but for the survival of its best racial ingredients as the very requisite for America's existence, is daily making progress.

This conviction is already firmly implanted in American circles OUTSIDE the government, but gradually government officials, as well, directly or indirectly, reveal that they feel the sentiment that is sweeping America from end to end.

Eugene Talmadge, who in his capacity of Governor of Georgia, belongs to the present-day government set-up, was the latest to publicly shout his knowledge of the real situation to the people. In a radio address on July 9th, the Governor said: "Now listen! In 1776 the men that wrote the Declaration of Independence and later wrote the Constitution were white men. This is a white man's country, not only in the South, but I have heard from up in the North that the white people there know it. Georgia does not want any dictation from any Federal bureaus and boards of mixed races, and by the eternal God, we won't have it."

These words will find acclamation by all race-conscious people in the United States. They have already been met with scorn and hateful derision in the Jew-controlled press, but apparently Talmadge has chosen to march with the opposition forces of today's government; that is why, after an interval of publicity in the Hearst press, he was suddenly silent.

In doing so, he has chosen the right path.

America's decisive moment hangs in the balance, and it is inevitable that the blinds will fall from the eyes of other men, known and unknown, who will then move forward into the ranks of those who determine America's fate, and supplant their power as young life supplants old.

We can expect that the press will fight against this coming certainty with a volley of slander, distortion, lies, used with all the chicanery of its unholy masters. But like an avalanche the great idea of the 20th Century - the spiritual rebirth of White Men - will roll over these and crush them.

America was born through revolution; white men rebelling against unjust bonds of subjection. Now America is experiencing a rebirth, and the second revolution is greater and deeper in effect than the first.

Young yet in years, this nation will prove its spirit of youth by the willpower and the willingness of its men and women to fight and persevere. The White Man's gospel is spreading and all the terror the press is conjuring up of a future "dictatorship", "regimentation", "totalitarian state," etc. cannot prevent a new nation being born and taking shape: America, truly a WHITE MAN'S COUNTRY!
GERMAN-AUSTRIAN PACT ASSURES EUROPEAN PEACE

The pact just concluded between Germany and Austria is a decided victory for all nationalist forces in the world, for it forms another set barrier against the aggression of international powers led by France and Russia in Europe and therefore the world.

This is clearly realized by the internationalists and alarm is spreading. Italy is now definitely out of the anti-German ring, which only last week was reported to be the aim of European international powers. All articles in the domestic press dealing with the situation, reflect the fear of the coalition countries: Russia, France, Czechoslovakia and possibly the English government. Jules Sauerwein writes in the New York Times:

"Action must be taken without waste of time. Italy has made known that she finds it difficult to contribute to European security so long as the accords against her are maintained in the Mediterranean. France has already agreed to drop her Mediterranean accord with the raising of sanctions, and unless Britain sees the wisdom of this Italy may well continue her rapprochement with Germany."

But it appears that Italy has also made known that she will not tolerate dictation by other powers, and since Hungary as well favors the agreement, the pact has created an about-face in European politics. Until now the international interests of all Jew-controlled governments dominated the entire European situation outside of Germany, whereas now the nationalist forces will influence politics beyond their respective national borders. They will find the support of already aroused nationalist feelings in England and France. Thus pressure will be brought against Jew-controlled governments not only from within but from without as well, and the European danger of war may be removed sooner than it was held possible. The demand for quick action to destroy this rising possibility comes from the threatened Jewish councils who see their chance of creating another European war, fade away.

This new turn in European politics means much for America as well, for a European war would mean war for America, and a setback in any nation of international power means an advance for national powers everywhere in the world.

The internal struggle of Austria and the cat-and-mouse-play of other European powers with Austria is now ended and a clear path prepared. The favorite plan of Jewry to restore Archduke Otto to the throne is definitely eliminated and even Bernard M. Baruch's visit to Austria will not change that.

It was inevitable that an agreement between Germany and Austria would have to be reached sooner or later if European peace was to be maintained. The outside world knows little of the terrific fight waged by the Austrian people for freedom from alien interference and national survival, and it is certain that a much longer postponement of a settlement would have meant strangulation for the small nation whose population is less than that of New York City.

The Austrian people's fight for freedom is mirrored in the Austrian National-socialist press, published chiefly in South America, called "Der Deutsch-Oesterreicher," (The German-Austrian). A recent issue of this publication draws a truly dramatic comparison between the astounding re-construction taking place in Germany under Hitler and the continuing deterioration process in Austria. After recounting the statistic figures showing Germany's upward climb, the paper writes:

"What does the 'New Austria', whose organs daily throw dirt at the Third Reich, in envy and hatred, possess, that it can compare with the new upbuilding in Germany? Not a month passes that the stench of a great economic or financial scandal does not rise to heaven, no week in which dozens of businesses would not break down, no day without new cuts or taxes. Wherever one looks, empty stores, isolated pleasure haunts, deserted factory yards. In all streets badly dressed, emaciated people, starving children and - beggars. Beggars everywhere, at the streetcorners, in the yards of houses, on the stoops of houses; with children, without children; old women and old men; half-grown youths - everybody begging, begging not because of fear of work, not because of pleasure, as a thrice damned government wants to make well-fed
prayers understand, but because of naked necessity . . .

"How hopelessly the settled population looks into the future, is shown alone by the fact that in Austria in the year 1925, which a short-sighted and stupid Chancellor termed as the "Year of Construction," for the first time in its history more people were carried to the grave than were born. 4000 more coffins than cradles; that is a language that no one can misunderstand."

These figures and statements are a merciless challenge to the international liars who "fear" that friendship between two nations of the same race would "endanger European peace." The unblemished fact is that these liars knew that the strengthening of any white nation, no matter how small, would mean a proportionate decrease in the power of international Jewry.

The establishment of a truly independent Austrian government can now no longer be prevented, for the Austrian people are already too awake, and a general elevation of the nation's living standards, as the inevitable result, will further promote national powers in Europe. When Germany freed herself of the Jews, it was prophesied that she would die of an economic death. The opposite became true. According to the Alexander Hamilton Institute (N.Y. American, July 12th), statistics show that Germany has attained the highest level of industrial production since 1929, and is far ahead of the United States. Germany's influence in Austria will achieve like results there, forever establishing the fact that the Jews do not bring prosperity but economic collapse wherever they go.

Although England is presented by the press as being the greatest loser in the deal just concluded, it is certain that the strong national forces in England will thoroughly approve of this continental peace move.

So also will national groups everywhere acclaim this latest development in the White Man's fight for independence from Jewry as a decisive victory.

It would seem that the Jews' cry for immediate action "before it is too late" is already too late.

EDWIN HILL REPLACED BY JEW ON METROTONE NEWS

Another proof for the fact that the Hearst press machine is not dominated by American patriots, but by Jews has come to light.

Edwin Hill, who was news-commentator on the Hearst Metrotone News Reels, and known as a nationalist, has been removed and his place given to a Jew named Gabriel Heatter, whose real name is Hermelin. Obviously Heatter is better company for the Jewish editor Coblenz on the N.Y. American. And imagine the Communists discrediting us by calling Hearst a "Fascist" or "Nazi". The Hearst papers are more hypocritical than the Sulzberger-Ochs papers.

TWO JEWS CONTROL REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN PUBLICITY

The G.O.P. chairman of the National Committee, D. M. Hamilton, vigorously denied rumors which he said had been circulated by the Democrats, that he or Landon are anti-Jewish. He cited as proof that both he and Landon had fought the Klan, that his secretary was of "Jewish faith," etc. Hamilton could have furnished more proof of the fact that not only is the Republican Party interspersed with Jews but that the SAME JEWS who control the Democrats also control the Republicans.

Everyone knows that publicity and propaganda are the most important means by which to win a campaign. Therefore it is important WHO manages the publicity of such campaigns. Jews always hold key positions. Therefore it is not astonishing to find that two Jews, Charles Michelson and his nephew control the publicity of both the Republican and Democratic machine. Charles Michelson is called the "master mind of the Democratic publicity machine," by the Youngstown Jewish Times, July 3rd. His nephew is on the Republican publicity staff. "Some cogniz," writes the Y.J.T., "call the Presidential campaign the battle of the Michelsons."

THE JEWS ARE OUR MISFORTUNE!
WATCHING THE JEWISH PARADE

Learn to recognize them!

Before you can have any grasp of the importance of the Jewish question in the United States, you must learn to know a Jew when you read of him, hear of him or meet him.

We will go into this thoroughly in later issues, but a few preliminary hints will be of great help to the uninitiated.

Jews frequently change their names in order to appear as Gentiles, but even these "cover names" can frequently be recognized for what they are. Jews like to use such given names as Morton, Seymour, Irving, Milton, Sidney, Leon, Julius and Norman, and such last names as Davis, Ross, Cooper, Lee (for Levy), Barron, Harris, Livingston (for Levinson), May, Brown, Smith, etc.

A "dubious" name alone is not enough to identify an individual as a Jew, but if you also find out that the person is engaged in some unlawful, underhanded doings, in a typically Jewish occupation, or in the company of undoubted Jews, you will be quite safe in deciding that he is a Jew.

They are everywhere!

We notice in the New York Times rotogravure picture section of July 12th, that Colonel Julius Ochs Adler is commanding the 306th Infantry, 77th Division (Reserve) at Plattsburg, N.Y., where the boys of New York are being trained at the C.M.T.C. Camp. This officer is a relation of the late Adolph S. Ochs, who was publisher of the New York Times, and is now vice-president and general manager of that paper.

Louis D. Brandeis, Supreme Court Justice, was listed last March by Ludwig Lewisohn as among "the ten greatest living Jews." Albert Einstein headed this list, followed by Sigmund Freud. All three - Brandeis, Einstein and Freud - have exercised a profound influence upon America, and not all would agree that their influence has been for the best.

Symbolic!

Two housewives recently testified in San Francisco that they had seen Hyman Gorwitz set big steel-jawed traps under thin layers of dirt in his back yard, placing shiny pieces of metal, resembling dimes, on top to bait little children.

Assistant District Attorney Boyle said the traps were "strong enough to hold a wolf," and Municipal Judge O'Brien called them "the most vicious ever brought into this court." Gorwitz's attorney is Abraham Glickberg, and he is charged with assault with force to produce great bodily harm.

This incident recalls to mind the general effect of Jewish dominance in education, moving pictures, the theater, etc., where they "catch little children" and do them great moral harm.

How many American girls have been entrapped and ruined by Jews, who use as bait the possibility of a stage or movie career?

HOW THE GOVERNMENT TORTURES JOBLESS

Only the satanic brain of a Jew could perceive a plan to provoke and torture men and women who have become dependent upon a Jew-controlled government for their jobs, such as was invented by the Treasury Department. Seven thousand W.P.A. workers were forced to collect their paychecks at the central office of the W.P.A. instead of the individual projects, as usual. This meant that seven thousand men and women were forced to stand for hours in the scalding heat, since handling of the crowds was slow. Some had been forced to walk there, having no carriage. The result was a riot caused by impatience and suffering in the heat without water.

Victor Riddle, W.P.A. administrator said that this was the order of the Treasury Department, of which the Jew Morgenthau is the head. The order came through only 24 hours before paytime.

This arrangement was one of the most despicable and inhuman acts ever devised
by a hostile government to aggravate the sufferings of workers and force them into disorderly rebellion, for the Treasury Department was well aware of the terrific heat wave hovering over New York.

But a similar situation exists for people on home relief. Destitute people, forced to accept relief, are forced to travel 20 or more city blocks for their food, although relief stations are only a block away from their homes. This is all done deliberately to emphasize discontent among the poor and drive them into the arms of Communism.

Americans, recognize your enemy, and do exactly as he does NOT want you to do, join the fighting ranks of the National-socialists for a FREE America.

The day of reckoning must come.

PALESTINE BEFORE AMERICA

On July 4th, the Zionist Organization of America had a convention in Providence, R. I. The Youngstown Jewish Times writes regarding this convention:

"The task of the Providence convention is obvious. It must have in mind Palestine more than the United States. The delegates should not be diverted from this clear path. They must differentiate between really vital problems and minor, unimportant subjects. They must realize that the Zionist Organization of America will be called upon during the next year to perform more than the usual routine work. It will have to support and cooperate very close with the political department of the World Zionist Executive and be in a position to exercise INFLUENCE IN THE HIGH COUNCILS OF NON-JEWISH INTERNATIONAL POLITICS ... Dr. Wise (S.B.) is the man to mobilize American opinion for the support of the Jewish Homeland.

This statement speaks for itself. It proves that the Jews are always Jews and Jews only and as such cannot be Americans. It proves further that the Jews exercise influence in the political councils of other nations to suit their own purposes.

The statement, however, and its bold revelations, is backed up by an announcement coming from the delegates of 512 Jewish labor and social welfare groups. They have decided to send five delegates to the forthcoming World Jewish Congress in Geneva, a gathering by world Jewry consisting mostly of Zionist elements. These five delegates will be non-Zionist Jews, probably all Communists.

At the meeting on July 13th, where this decision was reached, Moise Olgin, editor of the Yiddish Communist "Morning Freiheit," was a speaker.

Zionist Jews? Communist Jews? There is less difference between these than there is between Protestant and Catholic Americans. THEY ARE ALL JEWS!

A statement issued at the meeting in the Hotel Pennsylvania, said:

"In order to combat the wave of anti-Semitism there must be created a powerful world force which shall truly represent the entire Jewish people. This force must include all elements and groups of the Jewish people, regardless of political opinion or economic status."

Let the Communists, who are being told they have no country and "there is no such thing as race," figure this out for themselves.

ABRAHAM CAHAN'S CHOICE

Abraham Cahan, editor of the Yiddish Daily Forward and a leader of the Social Democratic Federation, said, according to the World Telegram of July 7th, that Roosevelt is "The greatest man this country has known since Lincoln. And he is moving in the right direction . . . ."

Such a statement becomes significant when we know that Cahan is aware of the REAL TREND in which Roosevelt moves.

Boris Brasol, in his book, "The World at the Cross Roads," says of Cahan:

"He considered the Revolution (1917 in Russia) a victory for the Jews, which opinion, he said, prevailed on the East Side where rejoicing knew no bounds. "We Continued on page nine
The investigations into organized crime by Special Prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey have unequivocally proven that organized crime consists of Jewry. All so-called racketeers are in the hands of Jews.

Organized crime is one of America's greatest menaces. It exists in no other nation to such an extent. The organization of crime is so intricate, threads running into high political and judicial offices, that it is impossible for justice to ever apprehend the "cears" of organized crime.

Organization is always only a means to achieve the realization of a certain idea or aim. In crime, organization is the means by which ruination of society's strongest pillars, and the very foundation of society may be achieved, hoisting into power the underdog.

However, it is not at all surprising that organized crime is Jewish, for Jewry is a society that is organized to destroy other nations through crime. It is the only nation in the world in which crime forms actually the basis for its existence. Crime undermines, destroys. The Jews' mission in this world is to undermine and eventually destroy the nations of the world, so that they themselves can then rule.

Nothing in organized crime, however, is as vicious as white slavery, which the Dewey investigation proved, with the exception of one or two men, to be exclusively in the hands of Jews. Thousands upon thousands of white American girls yearly become the victims of Jewish organized crime through white slavery and lures deliberately designed to lead them astray.

That such organized crime has its roots in the Talmud, in which the Jew is instructed to use all of his inborn talents of cunning, treachery and usury, has often been stressed on this page. Revolting especially are the following Talmud Laws:

"The Jew may misuse the non-Jewess." (Maimonides Yad chasakah 2, 2.)

"All that a Jew wants to do with a woman, he may do. He may treat her as a piece of meat brought from the butcher, which he may eat raw, roasted, cooked or fried." (Nedarim 20 b.)

With his animals instincts so consciously cultivated, is it any wonder that white slavery is a Jewish racket?

The Jews are fully aware of the harm they inflict upon the white race through the misuse of its women, as shown by the words of the Jew Dr. Munzer in his book, "The Way to Zion."

"We Jews have spoiled the blood of all races. We have tarnished and broken their power. We have made everything foul, rotten decomposed and decayed."

The only way for the Jews to spoil the blood of other races is to misuse their women. They do not, however, want THEIR women misused by men of other races, since not THEIR race but ALL OTHER races must be destroyed. Therefore we read in the Talmud:

"Who is a prostitute? All non-Jewesses and Jewesses who have intimate relations with non-Jews are prostitutes." (Beren haazar 6, 8.)

One of the first acts that a new Aryan American State must perform will be to enact laws preventing intermarriage among Jews and white Americans and providing heavy punishment for Jews who misuse white women.

When these laws were enacted at Nuremberg, Germany, the Jewish press at once retaliated by holding these laws up for ridicule and as an offense against the "private" rights of the individual. The Racial-Political Foreign Correspondence, published by the Bureau for Human Betterment and Eugenics publishes the following simple explanation for the Nuremberg Racial Laws:

"The Reich Citizenship Laws and the Law for the Protection of German Blood and German Honor are based on the knowledge that a racially pure and healthy nation
is the best guarantor for the existence and development of the German Reich." Nationalism realizes the value of a pure and undiluted blood stream in national life and hence has made it one of its principal tasks to see to it that this blood stream is kept free from all future impurification.

The whole white race regardless of nationality must protect itself against future infusions of Jewish blood, for upon the preservation of our race and its protection from further impure ingredients depends the very existence of our race, its culture, its spiritual happiness and economic welfare.

The Jews learned this wisdom from our ancient forefathers who knew the value of racial purity. Driven by the desire to destroy all higher races, the Jews used this wisdom for their advantage but through guile and force disseminated ideas among other nations that did not recognize racial differences.

To safeguard the purity of the Jewish race, Moses, leader of the Jews, made certain laws for them. We find these laws in the Bible:

"You shall not give your daughters to their sons, and their daughters you shall not give to your sons." (5. Moses 7, 2, 3.)

"Remain a stranger in this land, and I will be with thee and bless thee. For to you and your descendants shall be given all nations."

The Talmud, as we have seen, stresses these laws, and thus the Jews have remained strangers in all lands.

When the Jewish race was in danger of losing its peculiarity through intermarriage with other races, Ezra rose among them and threatened the Jews, saying that they had displeased God by disobeying the laws of Moses, and that unless they would throw out of their midst the women they had married and the children born of them, God would punish them. The Book of Ezra states:

"For they have taken their daughters for their sons and have made common the holy seed with the peoples of other lands."

"Well then, we have sinned against God in that we have taken women of the people in this land ... Let us then make a league with our God, that we shall put out from our midst all women and those born of them, according to the advice of the Lord."

And the Jews without consideration, separated themselves from their foreign wives and threw out their half-caste children.

Until this day intermarriage between Jews and non-Jews is very rare and it is doubtful whether a mixed marriage among Jews is ever recognized as valid. Let us therefore not be misled by Jewish cries of "intolerance" and "interference with private matters" on the issue of race.

The individual can only survive with his nation and the nation can survive only when the blood of the race is protected from pollution. Any nation that disrespects its racial laws is doomed to extinction. We, however, WANT TO LIVE!

ABRAHAM CAHAN'S CHOICE (Continued from page seven)

felt," said Mr. Cahan, "that this is a great triumph for the Jews' cause. The anti-Jewish element in Russia has always been identified with the anti-revolutionary party. Jews have always sat high in the Councils of the revolutionists, all of our race became inseparably linked with the opponents of the government in the official mists."

There was rejoicing on the East Side because 275 of the Jews who participated in the Russian revolution were from the East Side and more than half immediately became government officials in the newly created Soviet State. They knew the real purpose of the Bolshevism revolution, and Cahan knows only too well the purpose of Roosevelt's attempts at revolution, a purpose expressed by the Feb. 9, 1883 issue of the Jewish World:

"The great ideal of Judaism is ... That the whole world shall be imbued with Jewish teachings, and that in a Universal Brotherhood of Nations -- a greater Judaism in fact -- all the separate races and religions shall disappear."

But the ideal is tottering. The world is awakening to new ideals.
"The Campus", undergraduate paper of the City College of New York will be in the hands of the following City College students:

Albert Sussman, editor; Louis Ogust, president of the Campus Association; Benjamin Feld, sports editor; Abraham Himmelstein and Julian Uteevsky, copy editors, Ezra Goodman and Gilbert Kahn, contributing editors, Maxwell M. Kern, advertising manager, Herbert Rubin and Lester Pearlman, circulation managers. "The Campus", in other words, will be a strictly kosher affair. Whoever said that C.C.N.Y. stood for Circumcision College of New York, knew what he was talking about.

Speaking before the I. O. Abraham Masonic Order, holding its 49th convention at Saratoga Springs, N.Y., Governor Lehman was cheered for 15 minutes, according to the Youngstown Jewish Times, July 3rd, when he said that "we need more Jewish centers." An appropriation was approved by the Order for $160,000 for the acquisition of a new building in Union Square, and approval given to raise $25,000 for a Brith Abraham colony in Palestine. How the Governor tends to "American" affairs!

The Interborough News Company which handles the distribution of almost all publications and newspapers in New York, has stopped to handle Father Coughlin's "Social Justice," to keep it from being sold on stands. The Interborough is all Jewish.

Herbert Lehman was proposed as Presidential candidate for 1940 some time last year. This proposal has now been backed by Dr. Thomas Parran, Jr., Surgeon General of the U.S. Parran will have the surprise of his life.

CLUB NEWS

The meeting of the American Workers Progressive Club last Tuesday at 1591 - Second Ave. (82nd & 83rd Sts.), had a record attendance. There was much life and activity, and a new spirit of determination to fight ahead.

Mr. William Meyer delivered a highly interesting lecture on "Race, the key to World History." The audience received the inspiring words of Mr. Meyer with roused enthusiasm. Following this lecture there was a short talk by Mr. Athey on the importance of propaganda in the fight, and in the second part of the meeting, Mr. Richard Gilmore, an organizer of the National Union for Social Justice, spoke, telling of his experiences with the Jew element in New York and explaining some points of the Lemka platform.

Keep up the good work, fighters, brave the heat and help built up the Club through the summer months, so that by November some real work can be begun. Your country is worth any personal sacrifices you must bring in this fight.

Meetings at the above address every Tuesday at 8:30 P.M. Admission free.

BOOK LIST

Salute the Jew
The Hidden Hand
Hitler, The Jews and Communists
A National Warning (on Australia)
The Jewish Problem

William Hamilton
Count Cherep-Spiridovich (200 pages)
Ernest J. Jones
W. G. Selkirk
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.60
.15
.10

All above prices include cost of mailing.
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